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1) Please insert comments on the Draft New Mexico State Water Plan.
Please include more focus on agriculture in the Draft NM State
Water Plan. Agriculture is vital to our state. Without water, you have
no food.
Oil & gas production is also important. However, our limited
underground fresh water supply is being pumped out of the ground
at an alarming rate for the purpose of fracking wells. There are ways
to clean and reuse water produced from oil well production for
fracking. Yes, it costs to clean the produced water, but we have to
wisely use our fresh water supply. As research continues, a more
cost effective method to clean this water will come about.
Forest and watershed management is also vital. Please look to the
expertise and legislative authority Soil & Water Conservation
District's (SWCD's) have been given by statute. SWCD's do
on-the-ground work and have well established relationships with
state and federal agencies like the NM Dept. of Agriculture, U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS) and others.
 

2) As we work to advance the state toward achieving policy goals identified in the
State Water Plan, the ISC is considering organizing and hosting some public events.
Which of the following policy topics would you be interested in participating in a
related event? 
Data Collection
What issues related to data collection would be most interesting to
you? 
Continued support of geological studies of aquifers.
Drought
What issues related to drought would be most interesting to you? 
Weather modification
Watershed Management
What issues related to watershed management would be most
interesting to you? 
Clearing of brush and forest thinning
Water Conservation
What issues related to water conservation would be most interesting
to you? 
Public and industry education of responsible water use.
Water Planning



Water Planning
What issues related to water planning would be most interesting to
you?
 

3) What type of event would be most useful?
a) Collaborative Workshop (meeting to generate solutions)
b) Presentations / Panel Discussions (event similar to a conference)
 

4) An important benefit of attending an event is to increase knowledge and
understanding of scientific research.
Strongly Agree
 

5) An important benefit of attending an event is collaborative problem solving.
Strongly Agree
 

6) An important benefit of attending an event is the opportunity to speak with and
listen to practitioners or professional counterparts.
Agree
 

7) An important benefit of attending an event is to gain practical information related
to daily operations.
Strongly Agree
 

8) What other benefits of attending an event would be important to you?
A good representation of ALL water users, like agriculture, oil &
gas, municipal, etc.
 

9) Which organizations or individuals, if any, would you recommend to contribute
their knowledge or experience related to one or more of these policies to participate
as a leader in one of these events?
Geologists who are currently tracking the underground water
supplies of NM.
Soil & Water Conservation Districts who are working on
water-related projects.
 


